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A
CELEBRATION
THE JOSHUA TREE ALBUM 30TH ANNIVERSARY BOX SET
Many people remember when they first heard
U2’s The Joshua Tree album. The band’s ascent
had been steady, from new-wave newcomers
to must-see live act, a reputation cemented by
1985’s Live Aid. Two years later, they launched
The Joshua Tree – a game-changing album
whose cultural significance raised them to a
level they’ve maintained ever since.
The original sleeve with it’s stunning American
desert photography by longtime band
photographer Anton Corbijn and it’s layout
of black and gold by designer Steve Averill,
is synonymous with the album’s iconic status.
Central is the photograph of a lone Joshua tree
with its iconic cruciform shape and grandeur.
The silhouette of this tree is almost as famous as
the album itself and would form the basis of the
30th anniversary box set cover.
For this special box set, we turned the Joshua
Tree shape into the iconic focus of the celebration
of everything that this album represents. We had
it made of shiny gold foil and then embossed
to give it a unique texture and tactile sense. It
has a sculptural quality that changes with light.
Behind the tree, we added a supporting sunburst
effect that completed the drama.

It’s this combination of elements, without any
title, that makes the cover of the box set work.
The box set is a large project in every sense, with
its multiple versions and formats to its 12” x 12”
size, containing in total, 7 vinyl discs over 4 vinyl
albums, a 96-page hardback book of unseen
photography by The Edge taken in the desert at
the same time as the album photography, also
a folio wallet of prints of rarely photographs of
the desert shots in colour by Anton Corbijn, plus
the bespoke hard shell case.
The vinyl box set contains a total of 57 individual
paper components which used up half of the
gold foil and all of the gold ink available in
Europe during its manufacture and weighs in at
an impressive 5kg! The entire project with all
of its different formats was designed, integrated,
presented, modified, approved and produced in
just 5 months.
Our aim was to design a box set special enough
for people to again be excited and remember this
masterpiece 30 years on and sales would suggest
we succeeded with the CD box set version already
being reprinted weeks after release. The boxset
has won the packaging award by the prestigious
German Design Council Award for 2019.
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A GUITARIST
WITH A CAMERA
A significant part of the boxset format was a 96-page hardback book of
unseen photography by U2 guitarist The Edge. These photographs were
taken by him during sessions with the band’s photographer in the Mojave
desert in December 1986 and sat unseen for thirty years. They concentrate
more on the grand, desolate beauty of the landscape of that part of the world
and approach an Ansel Adams-like quality. When the band do appear then
are sometimes mere specks in the landscape, at other times there’s a playful
behind the scenes quality going on that forms a counterpoint to the ‘serious
men’ photography of Anton Corbijn.
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THE BIG BOX
SHOW-OFF
The business of promoting this box set by U2 and Universal Records
was impressive. We were on-hand to design In-store takeover
campaigns, Outdoors poster campaigns and Digital material across
multiple platforms just as U2 also toured The Joshua Tree album
stadium tour across America and Europe.

U2 with Jimmy Kimmel

Window POS

Instore POS
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THE
WORLD IS A
JOSHUA TREE
It seemed for a while as if every big city street had
a U2 Joshua Tree emblem of some kind on it. This
iconic tree with its famous shape, could be seen
on computers and TVs, posters and pavements
and walls and airplane tails, concert clothing
and concert stages. It called for us to be careful
project managers to ensure that the message was
consistent and impactful every time no matter the
media, the material or the merchandise.

Outdoor Advertising

Outdoor Advertising

Merchandise

Outdoor Advertising

Plane Livery

Online
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IF YOU NEED TO CONNECT
WITH AN AUDIENCE, YOU
SHOULD CONNECT WITH
AMP VISUAL

INFO@AMPVISUAL.COM
+ 353 1 633 7644
AMP VISUAL CREATIVE AGENCY
68 PEARSE STREET
DUBLIN 2
IRELAND
WWW.AMPVISUAL.COM
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